
o u r  G o a l s  a n d
O b j e c t i v e s

Vocabulary Tier 1 
Colour, line, shape, pattern,
landscape, bold, light

Tier 2:
Complimentary colours,
composition, arrangement,
digital art, foreground,
background, inspiration 
 
Tier 3:
Perspective, viewpoint, focal
point, scale

Concepts and key
Vocabulary
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The idea is......

Skills
Experimentation,
decisionmaking, editing,
dexterity, control, developing
ideas, confidence, confidence,
observation, using equipment
appropriately.

This week we would like the children to focus on the permanent, unstoppable nature in the world and
respond to it with art. What do they like? What do they notice and what do they wonder when they start
exploring the spring. 

'Do remember they can't cancel the spring.'
David Hockney, English artist from Yorkshire, has responded to the current world changes by telling us 

'Do remember they cant cancel spring,' David Hockney, 2020 C

Creativity using Visual Art

Talk about spring being about new starts.
Go for a 'sketching walk' (or do it out of your window.)
Use a home made viewfinder to support 'looking.'
Research some of the things you've seen.
Collect things that you notice. 
Take pictures on your phone or iPad.
Share your ideas with us and see other young artists work
too, we all learn in a community.

Starting points for  'Young Artists.'



We want to be
able to offer
support in this
area now!
Creativity :  The
capacity to
Imagine,
conceive,
express or
make
something
that was not
there before.
(Definition taken from
Durham Commission on
Creativity and Education.)
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s c o p e  o f  w o r k
In this FIRST session you can explore any kind of art
materials. You can draw and make marks with
anything, create a collage, collect and compose found
objects, make a sculpture with sticks- anything!! 
Let the children express themselves their own way.

This project is funded by 

Send your pictures to sara@thestartstudio.co.ukand they
will go into our gallery EVERY DAY!!

Children will use art as a way to express their ideas visually
using any materials at all that can be manipulated and
shaped.  From early years to adulthood, art is a
fundamental process for working through ideas and
recording them in a visual way, Theres no better time than
now!! As children choose, notice and compose their image
they are making decisions at every step, learning so much
from this active and playful kind of learning. it gives them
both engagement and agency.

Why do it?


